
UNIT 91. Read and match.

1. plant a tree 

2. pollute

3. recycle  

4. solar energy 

5. waste water

6. wind energy

7. global warming  

8. greenhouse effect
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UNIT 92. Complete the sentences with the words below.

1. The ................................ is getting warmer in the 

east of the country.

2. Factories produce 20 million tons of plastic 

............................... every year.

3. Air pollution and environmental pollution 

............................... people’s health. More and more 

people are getting ill nowadays. 

4. People throw away their garbage and they don’t 

care about the environment. We should  

................................ action to stop pollution.

5. David is a(n) ................................ boy. He always uses his bike 

to go to school or he prefers public transportation.

6. We shouldn’t harm wild animals because they 

are important for ecological ................................ .

7. The smoke from the factories is ................................. 

for air pollution.

8. Farmers shouldn’t use pesticides to  

................................. the nature and people’s health.

9. Japanese ................................ more than half of their 

waste paper and reuse it.

10. Global warming has lots of negative effects on 

our planet. We should prefer ............................... 

energy sources such as wind and solar energy to 

stop it.

responsible
threaten

recycle
waste

eco-friendly
renewable

balance
climate

protect
take
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UNIT 93. Read and choose.

1. We must protect rainforests because they are necessary for oxygen.

2. Don’t plant trees because they cause pollution.

3. We can recycle materials such as plastic bags, glass and paper.

4. Riding bikes and using public transportation  increase air pollution.

5. You should cut down trees to reduce pollution.

6. Don’t use renewable sources of energy such as wind and solar energy.

7. We should stop deforestation and protect the natural habitat of animals. 

8. We should waste energy to save the Earth.

9. We must start using public transportation because the  
carbon dioxide in the air is increasing.

YES NO
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UNIT 94. Read and complete the table.

       We should We shouldn’t
To save our world

waste water and electricity

destroy forests

stop polluting the rivers

throw rubbish in the streets

recycle paper and glass

have very long showers

start using public transportation

use wind and solar energy
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